Resources for Taxation Laws and Practices

Access Law resources by subject: Taxation Law for up-to-date information on Taxation Laws and practices within Australia.

SUGGESTED RESOURCES

- Law of Australia – Legal Encyclopaedia
- Halsbury’s Laws of Australia – Legal Encyclopaedia
- Additional Taxation Law Resources → Australian Tax Office Legal Database - For ATO guidelines and determinations
- Tax Law Web Sites → Australian Tax Office - For layman

CASE LAW
- For case law facts, rulings and commentary

- Law resources by subject: Taxation Law tab → Taxation Law Resources on CCH Intelliconnect

LEGISLATION
- For tax legal policies, statute, rulings


CITING LAW SOURCES USING AGLC (AUSTRALIAN GUIDE TO LEGAL CITATION)


LEGISLATION

- LawNet - Contains the authoritative text of the Laws of Malaysia.

Find the databases from Sunway College Johor Bahru A - Z Databases
http://sunwayjb.libguides.com/az.php → Login → Start searching

Please contact Help Desk/Learning Support if you have any problem in accessing the databases.